
ADVENTURE-BASED PROGRAMS AT CAMP PRINGLE  

Permission to Participate, Liability Release & Waiver  
For Outdoor Education, Team-Building, Adventure Learning and General Camp Programs 
To be completed by participants 19 years of age and older.   
 

FINAL LIABILITY RELEASE and WAIVER 
 

IMPORTANT: By signing this document you are waiving certain legal rights 
including the right to sue. Please read carefully. 

  
Permission to Participate and Acknowledgment of Risks: 
 

I, ________________________________________ (camper name) request that I be able to participate in an adventure-based program 
as well as general camp programs while at Camp Pringle (collectively, the “Camp Program”). I am aware that the activities involved in 
the Camp Program, include, but are not limited to, hiking, orienteering, canoeing, sailing, windsurfing, mountain biking, arts and crafts, 
swimming, outdoor cooking, faith discussion, nature study, dances, low ropes team initiative challenges, archery, use of the Camp 
Pringle slip n’ slide, sports and games, as well as other various leadership initiatives, team-building challenges and general camp 
activities (collectively, the “Activities”).  
 

I understand that outdoor, camp and adventure based activities present to the participant a wide variety of risks, hazards and conditions, 
not all of them easily foreseeable, which could result in any type of physical or emotional injury. These conditions may include, but are 
not limited to uneven terrain, changeable weather conditions, animal and plant life, and the use of assorted vehicles, gear and 
equipment including various types of safety gear.  I understand that such risks simply cannot be eliminated without jeopardizing the 
essential qualities of the activity.  I understand that the foregoing does not list all of the risks or dangers and that participation in the 
Activities involves risks and/or dangers which are not forseen. I also understand that the risks or dangers associated with the Activities 
involve a risk of injury which could result in serious personal injury, death and/or property loss. 
 
I certify that I have no medical or physical conditions which could interfere with my safety, or else I am willing to assume – and bear the 
costs of – all risks that may be created, directly or indirectly, by any such condition. 
 
I am aware that the Camp Program and Camp Pringle is operated by the George Pringle Memorial Camp Society (the “Society”). 
 

I am aware that there are risks involved in the Camp Program, and have decided that I am prepared to participate in the Camp Program 
and the Activities. 
 
(INITIAL_____)   
 

Tubing: I understand and accept that should I participate in any programs at Camp Pringle that involve the tubing activity, I will be 
offered an opportunity to engage in Tubing.  Tubing is an activity which takes place on Shawnigan Lake with a motor boat towing one or 
two inflated certified tubes with the campers riding in them.  As this activity takes place on water and involves a motor boat and fair 
speeds, and despite all reasonable efforts, there is always a risk of injury or death. I understand that such risks simply cannot be 
eliminated without jeopardizing the essential qualities of the activity.  

  
(INITIAL_____)   
 

Permission to Use Images/Provide Information: 
 

I understand and accept that I may be photographed and/or video-taped at Camp Pringle and I give permission for these photos/videos 
to be used in future Camp Pringle publications, including brochures and the Camp Pringle website.  Photographs will also be made 
available online at a password protected site accessible by camp registrants and staff only.  We respect our campers and will  only 
use/post photos and videos that demonstrate that respect.  If you cannot be photographed for legal reasons please indicate this by 
leaving the initial area below blank .  (If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the Executive Director). 
 
(INITIAL_____) 
 

I give permission for Camp Pringle to use the information I provide to ensure a positive camping experience.  Unless I contact Camp 
Pringle directly or indicate otherwise below, I give permission for Camp Pringle to send me camping information in the future.  I 
understand that Camp Pringle will not give my information to third parties (unless with my permission or required by law) and that I can 
at any time contact the camp and ask to be removed from the Camp Pringle mailing list. 
 

I have read this agreement at my leisure, and have understood its nature and its contents. Please allow me to 
participate in the Camp Program and the Activities. 
 
(INITIAL_____)   
 
 
 
 
Revised January 14

th
, 2015 


